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The song of the duck, as is well known to all, is "Quack!"
However, this is not to be an ornithological treatise or an assessment
of the Jess than musical qualities of the voice of this delicious bird.
Rath~r, ,it is here used in the context of its other meaning, given in
the dJCtIOnary as "an ignorant pretender to medical or surgical sl<i11."
This usage is said to have originated in the early modern Dutch term
"quacksalver." The etYllJology traces back to the Dutch word, "guac,"
meaning unguent and "salver" as one who applies salves. Though this
translation is admittedly somewhat tauto logical being able to be
restated as a "salve salver," it is the one that is recorded and will
have to do. It was already in common use in the seventeenth century
and was even then being shortened to quack. Real difficulty is
encountered in defining the term. In accepting "ignorant pretender"
as a ppropriate, one must face the fact that ignorance alone is not
enough to identify the quack. To illustrate this, one need only poi nt
out that most nineteenth century A merican physicians had
characteristics thii t, today, we would be inclined to associate with
quackery.
They propounded theories that we now recognize as
erroneous and often ludicrous. They engaged in therapy that we now
know was largely wIthout benefit and which even contributed
significantly to morbidity and mortality and, furthermore, they
charged their patients for all of this. In the preface to his drarna,
"The Doctor's Dilemma," George Bernard Shaw called attention to
this state of affairs when he said, "The distinction between a quack
doctor and a qualified one is mainly that only the qualified one is
authorized to sign death certificates, for :vhich bot~ :o:ts seem ~o
have about equal occasion." The key word in the defInItIOn, then, IS
the word "pretender." The true quack does not b~lle ve .th~ claims he
makes for his product or procedure -- he engages In a dIstI~ct degree
of conscious deception. By this definition, the modern chIropractor
who truly believes in his theory and practice co~l~ be terr:ned an
ignorant practitioner, but not a quack. The dlfflcultr WIth the
definition is that only the practitioner knows wha t he belIeves about
what he is doing. It is to be emphasized that the ~ere use of a
defective system of medicine cannot be equate~ w~th quacker~d
Physicians have always practiced in a state of relatIve Ignora~ce a d
fifty years from now we will have abandoned many theOries an
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practices dearly held today, but they will not deserve the term
quackery.
Voltaire observed that quackery began when the ,first ~ool
met the first knave. It is not surprising, then, that there IS a, nch,
full history of quackery available. When I consulted the ,l1brary
shelves for reference works on the topic, I was impress~d wIth the
perspicacity of the Dewey decimal system, for treatIses on the
history of quackery were on the very same library shelf as t~e
following volumes: (1) "Chiropractic Speaks O,ut," (~) "Ho~ eopathl:
Home Remedies," (3) "Natural Healing" and (4) 'Ev enmg Pnmrose ?ll
__ Its Remarkable Properties and Its Use in the Treatme~t of a WIde
Range of Conditions."
Quackery has been, chat:actenzed ,as the
legitimate child of medical ignorance and medical 19nor~nce 1S as old
as man. When my father graduated from medical school in 1922, .o~ly
a very few drugs had any real medicinal value. There was colchIcine
from the colchicum plant for gout; quinine from the bark of the
Cinchona tree for malaria; salicylates, originally obtained from the
bark of the slippery elm tree and the leaves of the spirea for aches,
pains and fevers; digitalis for heart failure; and salvarsan for syphilis.
Yet the pharmacapoeias of the time contained hundreds, and perhaps
thousands, of medicines that were in accepted use. These were
prescribed in an extraordinarily ritualistic fashion, accomplished
nothing in the way of helping the patient and, in fact, made him
poorer and often sicker. Realize that man has been struggling to
combat illness for as long as he has been ~entient and that true
medical knowledge is scant and hard won and it is then little wonder
that busy medical self-deception and outright charlatanry have been
present since the dawn of time. We shall examine some of the roots
of quackery, its history, its development, some shining examples and
past and current efforts to combat it.
As we conduct this review, it is important to understand
that there are several principles that guarantee the continuing
success of quackery. The first of these is that most human diseases
u~ti1 the Final One, as self-limited. Thus, any Illedicine that is give~
Wlll appear to cure as long as it does not hurt or kill. Furthermore,
many human ailments have a psychological basis and are therefore
uniquely susceptible to cure by the power of suggestion. Social taboo
provides a rich wellspring of opportunity for the charlatan as quacks
in the past have harvested millions of dollars catering to persons with
venereal disease. Currently, declining potency in men and frigidity
and painful intercourse in women are such matters a f intensely
private concern that they are areas of unlimited opportunity for the
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mountebank. Another contributing facto r is that th~re are areas of
medical failure or neglect. The quack. who provl~es useless and
ineffective cures for those afflicted with Incurable dIseases, such ~s
arthritis cancer multiple sclerosis and a host of others, IS
particul~ r ly cruel' and callous. A final circ umstance th':lt paves the
way for the deceiver is the fact that t he educated publrc 1S forever
susceptible to the logical fallacy "post hoc , ergo propter hoc." The
average person tends to assume that because improvement followed
treatment, improvement was due to t rea t me nt.
I hope my clerical friends will forgive the statement that
quackery began with religion. History lea ves little doubt about the
question. A commentator has observed
In those periods where man sees everywhere
miracles and nowhere law
when he
attributes all things which he cannot
understand to a will like his own -- he
na turally ascribes his diseases either to the
wrath of a good being or the malice of an evil
being.
III those dark days when healing was cocooned in
superstition and magic and restricted almost entirely to cures by
suggestion, it functioned almost invariably through the priesthood.
Ancient civilization relied on herbal cures, but these required
appropriately stated incantations in order to be effective. Though
the Egyptians employed some medications of value, for example,
colchicine, described in the Ebers Papyrs of 1500 B.C., that same
treatise indicated that they clearly believed that any medical
technique unaccompanied by its appropriate incanta tion would not be
effective.
The exorcism of dey ils played a prominent role in
Egyptian medicine since It was well known tha t the most likely cause
of many diseases was demonic possession. Legerdemain and outright
deception played a prominent role in Egyptian medicine and was
directed to induce a receptive state of mind in the patient brought to
a temple for healing. We read of myste ri ous voices emanating from
chambers hollowed beneath temple flo ors an d of strange visions
projected by hidden apparatus upon te mple ceilings. Of all the
magical aids to health prescribed by the physici an-priest of Egypt,
the amulet was the most highly valued. It wa s not only one of the
fundamentals of ancient medicine, but it has c on tinued down the ages
in one form or another as the stock in trade of quack and magician.
The Egyptians possessed a great variety of amulets which were worn
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upon the body and served the purpose of holding at bay evil spIrIts
whi ch sought to attack the body by means of diseases. The Hebrews
wer e convinced that the sick lay under evil spells which only the
power of God, aided by prayer, could dissolve. The Assyrians healed
by incantations which were uttered in a gurgling monotone that
rapidl y reduced the patient to a trance-like sleep. At the same time,
the y protected their sick from the devils of disease by inscribing
sacred texts upon the sickroom walls.
Bloodletting, possibly a
techni que of releasing evil spirits, began very early and was known to
all physician-priests. In Greece, there was a form of charlatanism
that was intimately linked with the magic of the temples.
Unscrupulous priests and pries tesses posed as descendants
of Aesculapius and engaged in amazing deceptions. It was their
custom to stage false seances in which their patients were persuaded
to sleep upon the skins of sacrificed rams and await "celestial
visions." If these were not readily forthcoming, a priest would step
into the breach disguised as the ghost of Aesculapius accompanied by
young actresses irnpersona ting the daughters of the god. Hones l
philosophers remarked with scorn upon the avarice of these godly
men and commented on the "dexterity and promptitude with which
they collected and put into bags the offerings which their dupes had
laid upon the altar."
A t this same time, medicine, as practiced by
appropriately apprenticed and credentialed physicians, was making
truly giant strides of ignorance. The theory of the Four Humors:
blood, phlegm, black bile and yellow bile, was developed about this
time and plagued and bedeviled medicine for centuries to come. This
was the beginning of empiricism and all illness was explained in terms
of imbalance of these humors. This total nonsense, needless to say,
in addition to delaying progress, provided an absolute bonanza for
quacks who peddled herb or mineral medicaments that were claimed
to restore the proper balance of these humors. Also, at about this
time, theriac or treacle was developed by Nicander of Colophon, a
royal physician in Asia Minor in the second century B.C. It was
supposed to be a universal antidote to the bites of animals and
snakes. Mlthridates VI, in the next century, expanded on this remedy
so that it now contained forty to fifty ingredients and was supposed
to protect against all poisons. Androm achus the Elder, in the first
century A.D., physician to Nero, further modified this and. added
many new ingredients, notably viper flesh, for a total of ~Ixty to
seventy. Now it was called the Galene theriac and wa~ clalmed to
counteract not only all poisons and bites of venemous anImals, but to
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"relieve all pain, weakness of the stomach, asthma, difficulty of
breathing, phthisis, colic, jaundice, dropsy, weakness of sight,
inflammation of the bladder and kidne ys and the plague." Though this
mixture and all its variations down the centuries were totally useless,
they aU contained opium. Consequently, those who took the medicine
might or might not get better of their illness on their own but, with
enough opium aboard, would certainly fee l be tter. As a consequence,
treacle remained in pharmaceutical practice to as late as the last
quarter of the nineteenth century.
The night of the Dark Ages effectively extinguished the
lantern of medical science, however dim and sputtering its light
might have been. In the early days of the Chris tian era in the West,
medical practitioners consisted of three main classes: wise women
who adlllinistered enchanted herbs to the accompaniment of
incantations; lay physicians who, although higher in the scale of
scholarship, were deeply wedded to magical concepts; and finally the
priesthood with its emphasis upon cure by faith alone. Theological
hostility to medicine was intense and the only or thodox therapy was
prayer for the cure of the soul or, in extreme cases, exorcism to
drive out the devils of disease. Pope Pious V decreed that bodily
infirmity arose from sin and laid it down that a physician must call in
a priest before administering treatment since his role was inferior to
that of the ecclesiastic. The physici an and the wise women as well
had to be very careful because they were continual1y threatened with
persecution as heretics, wizards or witches. In short, in the eyes of
the faith-healing clergy, the phYSician was the equivalent of a
dangerous quack. Temple magic was now restored as the dominant
principle of medicine and relied upon faith for its effectiveness and
upon the priesthood for its administration. Soon the church was
advocating, in addition, a most subtle principle of healing that
actually derived directly from the superstitious practices of the
ancients. This theory which, in effect, readmi tted magic by the
backdoor, argued that God in His wisdom and mercy had provided
antidotes for all the diseases of the world in the form of herbs and
simple remedies and, as a further testimony of His love He had set
H!s signature upon the plants. He thus provided benighted mankind
With the mea~s of recognizing them. This Doctrine of Signatures was
supported by mnumerable examples: liverwort, the leaf of which was
shap~d like the .liv.er, cured disorders of that organ and eyebright,
bearmg.a mark SimIlar to the eye, cured optical diseases. Every herb
oI lhe IlelcJ Wd S. th.us recr~j~ed to reinfor ce the a rt of sacred healing.
altho ugh t~e prlllciple a~tlvJty of the priesthood appears to have been
the expulSIon of the deVIls of disease by prayers and fasting.
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Lying at the very heart of sacerdotal quacker~ wa~ the
cult of Shrine Cure, based upon the assump.tion that certain objects
possessed innate supernatural powers. It dIctated that the bones of
the marty rs and Fathers of the Church ought to be pl.aced within
religious houses where their healing ~owers wo~ld be avallable to all.
The enterpri se was embarked upon with enthusIasm. The body of St.
Sebastian attracted vast numbers of paying, as well as praying,
pilgrims to the Abbey of Soissons, while the religious capitals of
Ro me and Canterbury waxed rich from the visits of the pious,
pe ni tent and ailing. Interestingly enough, the genuineness of the
relics themselves was immaterial and had little influence upon their
commercial potential. The Shrine of St. Ursula at Cologne retained
its popularity even after the skeletons of the eleven thousand virgins
said to be interred there had been proved to be those of males. The
miraculous bones of St. Rosalia at Palermo restored the sick to
normal health, or so we have been led to believe, even though the
bones were later discovered to belong to a goat. Towards the end of
this time there arose the class of physiCian alchemists. Although
often under a cloud, and occasionally persecuted, the alchemists
were, in the main, free from the taint of heresy since they practiced
what was known as "natural" magic, the type permitted by the
church. As healers, however, they were far from modest in their
claillls.
The alchemist Geber, who developed the process of
distillation, maintained that medicinal gold cured all ills, a doctrine
that offered very little hope for the sick poor.
Arnauld de
Villeneuve, a professor of medicine at the University of Montpellier
toward the end of the thirteenth century, first distilled alcohol from
~ine and called it the water of life. He stated that this "aqua vitae
IS really a water of immortality as it prolongs life, clears away ill
humors, revives the heart, and maintains youth."
The sixteenth century became the turning point in
European history and the Protestant reformation delivered a
devastating blow to sacerdotal quackery by exposing the fraudulent
character of relic worship. This form of treatment might have been
forced into headlong retreat, but the bellef in magical cures, to
which the vast majority of medical men were as firmly committed as
their superstitious patients, remained unimpaired.
It is a sad
commentary on the fallibility of man that the physician who
campaigned so strenuously against the unskilled village quack could
offer little more to his own well-to-do patients than prescriptions
based upon the demonic theory of rnedicine. It was largely due to
this deeply rooted doctrine of evils that revolting medicines remained
so long in fashion, for these were manufactured with the expressed
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object of so nauseating the demons tha t t he y would hastily retreat
from the bodies of thei r unhappy vic t im s.
Despite the faltering begin nings of t r ue medical science,
quacks continued to flourish. One un happy ci rcu mstance contributing
to the continuing success of the unskilled pre tender was the fa c t tha t
accredited physicians and surgeons cared only for paying patients.
The poor, who could pay very little, we nt to the quacks. For this
reason, the quacks were protected by an Ac t of King Henry the VIII,
who realized that if the medical monopolists had their way, the poor
would have no treatment whatever. This protec ting act attracted a
large number of charlatans from Europe who recognized England as a
quack's paradise, a ve ritable EI Dorado and a haven for heretics of
every conce ivable kind. It was at this t ime that there emerged the
"Prince of Quacks," one Phillpus Aureolius Theophrastus Bomba stus
von Hohenheim, better known as Parace lsus.
He was born in
Switzerland and studied chemistry under the Benedictine Abbot
Trithemius and completed his education at universities in France,
Germany and Itilly, acquiring a knowledge of mineralogy en route.
He first set himse lf up as an itinerate for tu ne teller, learning the art
of medicine from the mountebank quac ks he met on the road. His
interest in this subject le d ultimately to his appointment in 1526 a s
Professor of the Theory and Prac tice of Me dicine at Basel. He cast
into the fire the works of Galen and Avicenna and stated that a
physician should be the servant of na ture, not he r enemy. He was an
extremely arrogant man and the term bombastic is said to have been
coined from his name. He favored ointments composed of the moss
that grew on skulls, bear's grease and boar's fat, dried boar's brains
and calcined worms, red sandalwood a nd mummy for the treatment of
wounds. This use of mummy flesh became very widespread and flesh
wa s taken from the bodies of the dead to be mummified for use in all
sorts of remedies.
He promulga ted the doctrine of disease
transference according to which a disease which he transferred by
magnetism from a sick person to seeds growing in the earth. The
agent for this particular maneuver was a magnet impregnated with
mummy mixed with earth. He also advocate d the use of cramp rings
and bangle s and was com mitted to t he Doc trine of Signatures.
Syphilis at that time was ravaging Europe an d physicians and quacks
a like employed a wide range of herbal cures in a fruitless search for
an effective remedy.
Paracelsus used in unc tions of merc urial
ointments and these had limited success in eradicating some of the
superficial manifestations of the disea se while in no way curing it.
This resulte d in a wisespread orgy of mercurial homicide that caused
many patie nts to die of merc ury poisoning.
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Another pretender of the time was the itinerant
lithotom ist who ranged the countryside performing complicated
proce dure s to remove stones from the bladder and their patients
occasionally recovered. They were, in this respect, infinitely further
adva nced than the Guild of Surgeons, whose patients invariably died.
Anot her specialist among the pretenders was the so-called Quake
Doc tor . These specialized in managing the ague, or malaria. They
presc r ibed many useless nostrums in managing the shaking chills so
chara c teristic of the disease and there are those who suggest that the
na me quack may actually derive from the term Quake Doctor.
The quackery of love, in the form of aphrodisiacs, reaped
huge financial harvests. Most quacks sold love potions as well as
magical amulets that were calculated to soften the most obstinate
heart. Mandrake root, which often bears a distinct resemblance to
maJe and female bodies, is a very popular ingredient in such potions.
Some of the other ingredients were truly repulsive, consisting of the
hearts of toads and vipers, the sexual organs of animals and the blood
of red-haired men. Among the aphrodisiacs used in England was the
carrot. It was used as a love charm and it was also noted to help one
see in the dark. This observation was made in 1597 and antedated by
several centuries the realization that the carrot contains Vitamin A
and that a deficiency of Vitamin A results in night blindness.
Demonology persisted, for it provided a very convenient
escape clause for physician and quack alike. The patient who did not
respond to medication was declared to be possessed and referred to
an exorcist.
Some 01 the measures employed by these latter
practitioners were harsh indeed: Nauseous mixtures compounded for
emetics or spew drinks were recognized specifics. Foul smells, loud
noises, blows and stripes were used mercilessly, for if the victim
shrank or howled it proved that the devil was being sliccessfully
provoked to be gone.
The cult of spa was largely a product of the seventeenth
century, though its origins were essentially pagan. It was until the
Restoration that the spa became an institution and it was perhaps
inevitable that spa water, being largely spurious itself, should then
have attracted both the fraudulent physician and the superstitious
patient. The spa charlatans fell into the two main classes: firstly,
the licensed physicians who saw in the cult an open door to quick
pickings and, secondly, their unlicensed imitators who were equally
adept at exploiting human gullibility. With the eclipse of puritanism,
however, the spa cult became the focal point for the most outrageous
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vices. It was said of Tunbridge Wells that "Never did love behold his
empire so flourishing as here where, in ancient times, the primitive
savage had resorted for obscene fertility ri ghts." Thus, the patient
who sought a cure in the waters of a spa might return home with his
illness intact and, added to it, a newly a cquired venereal disease.
The Gren t Plague which burst upon Re storation London in 1665
overwhelmed the physicians of the time and quack plague remedies
appeared like magic. External treatmen t included quills filled with
quicksilver to be worn on a string around t he neck, while, for internal
use, powder of dried mistletoe, mummy flesh and horse dung were
pre scr i bed.
Interestingly enough, the first true specific for a disease,
quinine for malaria, arrived in England in the 1650's and was treated
as quackery in the beginning. The wife of the Viceroy of Peru had
been struck down by a fever at Lima and c ured by a cinchona bark, a
secret remedy of the South American Indians. It was described in a
newspaper in England under the name of Jesuit's Powder. Robe rt
Talbor, an unqualified medical practi tioner who had observed the
ravages of malaria in low-lying Essex, made use of it and established
a great reputation for himself and was la ter appointed physician to
the king, receiving a knIghthood. In the beginning, though, he was
treated as a quack by contemporary physIcians who refused to
prescribe the bark out of sheer envy. Fortunately, royal patronage
sufficed and Peruvian Bark was in the London Pharmacopoeia by
1677 •
In the eighteenth century things remained more or less
the same with folk medicine consisting of three main elements: faith
healing, empiricism with magic and empiricism without magic.
Healing by touch had its origins in the centuries-old legend that
scrofula, a tuberculous adenitis of the lymph nodes of the neck, could
be cured by touching the king's robe. This was the reason for the
appellation, "the King's Evil," for scrofula. The process hac! been
discontinued by George I, but people continued to journey to
Ashburnham Church, Sussex, for the purpose of touching a pair of
drawers and a shirt once worn by Charles I in the hope of a
miraculous cure. Periodically, quackS e me rge d that claimed to be
seventh sons of seventh sons and there fore endowed with the power
of healing by touch. Urinarians or wa ter - casters persisted. These
were those quacks who purported to diagnose disease by holding a vial
of the patient's urine up to the light. Those who specialized in this
de par tment of obsolete medicine were po pul arly known as "Piss
Prophets."
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Magnetism remained in vogue and Mesmer was the apostle
of magnetism as a cure for disease. When Galvani demonstrated his
electrical machine in 1786, it was assumed that he had discovered the
life force in electricity and this supplied the mo tive power for a
whole new era of charlatanism, electrical quackery. The best known
pioneer in this field was Dr. Elisha Perkins, a graduate of Yale, who
patented his "metallic tractors." These consisted of two metallic
rods which, when trailed over the skin of a sufferer, were supposed to
pull the pain right out of his body. He had amazing success with his
tractors and was acclaimed by the multitude, but his own profession
expelled him from its ranks. Quite undeterred, the dedicated healer
proceeded to New York to quell the great yellow fever epidemic of
1799, but became, instead, one of its fatalities.
In the nineteenth century, quackery was rampant in
America. Old World quackery had survived only insofar as it could
maintain a careful balance between the demands of the superstitious
and the scientifically minded dupe. The same rule applied to the
American quack, but, in his case, it was to the magic of the Indians
that he turned for his secret remedies. The technique of utilizing
American Indian names as an aid to sales proved exceedingly
profitable. Herbal tonics were marketed under the names of "Chief
Crow's Nest" or "Chief Iron Bull" while even the great Sioux leader,
Sitting Bull, was utilized to advertise a me dicine composed of
rnilkweed roots. The most common class of healer in the early
American colonies was the back-country physician who drew upon the
herbs and plants around him for his medicines. Ka-ton-ka, a tonic
derived from Indian herbs, was sold by flamboyant charlatans who
often adopted names like "Kit Carson." Traveling rnedicine shows
and street corner pitchmen became common. Quackery made great
progess in the United States, largely because of the rapid
acceleration of American industrial life to which it was geared.
Credit, or discredit, for this revolution can be paid lo.rgely at the
doors of the newspapers with their rapidly rising circulations and, at
one time, lax moral standards. A classic example of successful quack
advertising was provided by Pinkham's Pink Pills which were
originally prescribed by their inventor, George Todd, for a Mrs. Lydia
Pinkham to alleviate certain "female weaknesses." Mrs. Pinkham,
who possessed some botanical knowledge, made some improvements
in the medicine and administered it, as an elixer, to all comers . This
philanthropic phase came to an end when her family fell into
financial difficulties and she decided to launch the compound
commercially. It met with astonishing success and, before long, a
staff of over four hundred was employed in manufacturing and
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dispatching the e lixir throughout h y po c hon d~ja c Americ~. One reason
for its immen se popularity, even though 1t was medIcally useless,
became apparent when, under analysis, it was found to have an
alcohol content of eighteen percent or t hir ty-six proof. A couple of
belts of the vegetable compound could no t help but lighten the spirits
of even the most de pressed otherwise t eeto taler.
The old "Doctrine of Signature s" had something of a
revival in homeopathy, pioneered by Sa muel Hahnemann.
He
regarded disease as the product of "t he spiritual influence of a
morbific agent," a theory closely related to the old doctrine of devils
as well. In 1810, Hahnemann advanced his curious principle, "Six
similis similibus curantur" or "like cure s like." This doctrine require d
that experiments be carried out on a person in full health in order to
determine whether or not a specific dru g would cure a person in poor
health. If the drug under study produced in the healthy person the
symptoms of the disease it was intended to cure, it could be assumed
that it would provide an effective antidote for the genuine sufferer.
Fortunately, homeopathic drugs were a dminist ered in very minute
doses in pursuance of Hahnemann's belief that efficiency was always
in inverse ratio to their quantity. By t he 1840's homeopathy had
become an acceptable medical doctrine in England. It reached its
zenith in the United States about 1900 and then entered into a slow
decline. Hahnemann Medical School in Philadelphia now teaches no
courses whatever in homeopathy and is, in every respect, an orthodox
school of medicine.
It goes without saying that anything a European qua c k
could do, an American could do better.
In the United States
electrical therapy became almost a national industry and a vas~
number of appliances was placed upon the market. These included
electric belts, electric insoles of c opper and zinc and a multitude of
complicated ga dgets which were replaced by further novelties as soon
as their popularity waned.
A t the end of the nin e t eenth century a country doctor
from Virginia named Andrew Taylor Still had become disillusioned
with orthodox methods of treatment whe n his t hree children died in
an outbreak of meningitis. He studied t he str uc ture of the spine and
decided tha t minor dislocations or abnormali t ie s of bone structure
contributed to most illnesses, if not actually inducing them. His
theory was that good health stemmed from a good flow of blood
through the system, which, under norm a l co~ditj ons, built ~p its own
d e fense mechanism a gainst attacks fro m dIsea se .
Dr. 5t111 argued
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that malfunction of the joints stopped the flow of blood at that point
and so reduced its ability to produce the chemicals needed to fight
illness. His idea, that the body wil1 deal with disease in its own way
once complete blood circulation has been restored, is the cardinal
precept of osteopathy today. He maintained that "there are no such
diseases as fever, typhus, rheumatism, gout, colic, liver diseases or
croup." Al1 human ills could be cured by correct manipulation of the
spine. He proudly announced, "God is the Father of Osteopathy, and I
arn not ashamed of being the child of His mind." A word must here
be said in defense of osteopathy. It has gradually adopted the
concepts and practices of orthodox medical science as well as
retaining its separate identity, in part, because of its use of
manipulative therapy and its emphasis on the muscles and skeletal
system. Osteopathlc students now receive training similar to that of
medical students and earn a Doctor of Osteopathy (D.O.) degree.
Because of their con tinuing advance along the lines of orthodox
medical SCience, D.O.'s are now accepted everywhere.
An offshoot of osteopathy, chiropractic, did not fare as
well. Chiropractic was founded by Daniel D. Palmer, a fish peddler
of Iowa around the turn of the century. According to Palmer's
wri tings, one of the passions of his life had been to discover the
ultimate cause of disease -- why one person should be ill while
another person was spared. "This question," according to Palmer,
"had worried thousands for centuries and was answered in September
1895." He wrote, further, that the answer occurred to him after
treating a janitor that he claimed was deaf. Palmer alleged that he
had restored the man's hearing by adjusting one of his vertebrae.
Apparently unaware that the nerves of hearing are entirely in the
skull, Palmer theorized that he had relieved pressure on a spinal
nerve that affected hearing. Adjusting the vertebrae, he deCided,
had removed interference with the nerve supply and thereby allowed
the body's "Innate Intelligence" to effect a cure.
"Innate
Intelligence," according to Palmer, was the "Soul Spirit or Spark of
Life," which he believed expressed itself through the nervous system
to control the healing process.
By impeding that expression,
misaligned vertebrae were judged by Palmer as the cause of most
disease. He recommended manipulative therapy to correct these
alleged subluxations for the restoration of health. He practiced what
he preached and claimed many remarkable cures.
These
manipulations are sometimes still used also by medical and
osteopathic practitioners in the management of otherwise
recalei trant pain originating in the back or neck.
There is
disagreement among all, however, about what conditions it helps and
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ex.a~tly ho~ it does so. Chiropractic flourishes today despite very
critIcal reVlews of the practice and its teaching by the United States
Department of Health, Education and Welfare in 1968. In addition to
poorly qu~jj~ied teac.hers, inferior basic science courses and notably
low adrnlSSJOn reqUIrements, the report criticized the lack of

emphasis on research. Underlying alI of this is an almost total lack
of scientific basis for the basic theory of chiropractic.
The patent medicine industry was already flourishing on
the eve of the Civil War. In 1859 the output was worth thirty-five
million dollars. By 1904, that sum had multiplied by more than
twenty times, totaling seventy-four and a half million dollars. Since
illness and death were then, as now, a constant in the life of men and
orthodox medicine had no real treatments of any values, the
manufacture and sale of proprietary medicines for self-dosage was an
extremely successful and lucrative enterprise. Add to this the fact
that many of these remedies contained high concentrations of alcohol
and/or opiates, one quickly realizes that these nostrums could give
the person who ingested them the impression that he felt better.
Furthermore, there was absolutely no regulation for truth in
advertising. Accordingly, the manufacturer could, and did, make all
manner of the most outrageous claims fur cures. In addition, there
was no requirement that a patent medicine Ust any of its ingredients.
The person who bought them and took them did so on the basis of
word of mouth from friends and relatives or conviction based on
reading the advertised claim. The advances of medical science in no
way hampered the activities of the manufacturing mountebanks. In
fac t, they took advantage of them. The establishment of the germ
theory gave rise to the production of a rash of germ-eradicating
nostrums. One of the boldest was the Microbe Killer invented by a
Te xas gardener named William Radam. He did credit Pasteur, Koch
a nd other titans of natural science with discovering that a few
diseases were caused by bacteria. He went on to state that these
investigations had been halting and shortsighted and that it had been
le ft for him to discover the whole truth, that all diseases were caused
by microbes. Killing microbes was like killing bugs on plants, and
Radam's pale pink liquid, he asserted, killed all microbes and. hence
c ured all disease. This patent medici ne con tained, accordmg to
governmental analysis, ninety-nine percent wa.ter .. The rest -- ~hat
rest there was -- was hydrochloric and sulfurlc aCIds and red WIne.
The liquid was nonetheless potent enough to float Radam from his
Texas acres to a New York mansion ov erlooking Central Park.
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With the passage of the Pure Food and Drugs Act in 1906,
the tide began to turn. The job of regulation making was imposed by
thIs act upon the secretaries of agriculture, commerce and treasury.
Precise and accurate labeling of the contents of medications and the
composition of foods was now required by law. Furthermore, false
claims were outlawed and cures could not be claimed, only hinted.
Carter's Little Liver Pills were essentially laxative pills, but claimed
to cure diseases of the liver. Under the new regulation, they were
still marketed, but they were called Carter's PiUs. Doan's Kidney
P ills were forced to change their name to Doan's Backache P ills, as
they had no specific effect whatever on any kidney disease.
The Harrison Narcotic Act of 1914 placed a ceiling on the
amount of narcotics that could be included in proprietary
medications. Furthermore, the alcohol content of patent remedies
was decreased because the commissioner of Internal Revenue
irnposed a tax on those manufactllrers whose wares seem to exist
mainly to satisfy the thirsty in the ever-expanding prohibition
territory.
Since truth in advertising in publications was now being
ever more strictly enforced, manufacturers could hint at benefits
from products, but could not state them. The door that was still
open, at least for a time, was the United States Post Office. Since
the mails were sacrosanct, all manner of useless claims could be sent
by this vehicle. When the Post Office made it quite plain that
complaints brought to them for mail fraud would be vigorously
prosecuted, even thIs door slammed shut.
As a consequence of these government regulatIons,
medical quackery is finding the going rough, but no~ imp?ssible.
Laetrile is an example in point. It is an extract of apricot pitS that
was discovered, quite by accident, in 1920, its prorr:oters claim,
during an attempt to improve the flavor of bootleg whiskey. It .'~as
supposedly purified in 1952 and ha~ been struggling for rcspectablh.ty
as a cancer remedy ever since. It is absolutely useless, but Lts
proponents are far from conced~ng defeat. After nearl~ two decades
of unsuccessful attempts to Win approval as a drug, 1ts promoters
embarked on another course.
Laetrile, the dru~, wa~ suddenly
transformed, in 1970, into Laetrile the vita~i~. Thi~ reqUired a n~w
is a vitamin-defiCiency d1sease. Laetnle
t heory , namely , that cancer
....
d d to prevent and treat
is Vitamin B-17, the mISSIng VLtamm nee e
.
cancer. This ploy was unsuccessful also, but the substance contin ues
to be available as part of a "holistic" approach to the management of
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cancer. This holistic approach is a real dandy. It includes massive
doses of Vitamin C and other vitamins, chelated mineral supplements
and even coffee enemas. It emphasi zes a strictly vegetarian diet
free of all animal protein and include s ano ther nonvitamin, "B-15," or
"pangamic acid." Pangamic acid is the creation of the same Ernst
Krebs, Jr., who christened Laetr ile B-17.
Though this whole
approach is pa tently a cruel f11mflam that preys on the desperation of
the hopelessly ill, there are other misadven tures in the management
of cancer that represent honest error and unfortunate self-deception.
A classic, sad example of this genre is that of Krebiozen.
In the late forties, two Yugoslav brothers named Durovic brought to
this country a whitish powder which they named Krebiozen and which
they said had been extracted from the blood of horses which had been
injected with a rnicroorganisII1 responsible for lumpy-jaw in cattle.
They first took it to a member of the faculty at the University of
Chicago who was interested in hypertension and proclaimed it to be a
cure for that disorder. It was quickly found to be worthless. The
brothers, nothing daunted, then took it to one of the real giants in
American medical research, Dr. Andrew C. Ivy. They presented it as
a cure for cancer and, for reasons known only to him, Dr. Ivy was
completely taken in. The brothers never revealed the composition of
the material, it did not meet the National Cancer Institute's testing
criteria which Dr. Ivy had earlier help formulate and was proved
totally worthless. How a scientist of such international stature and
reputation as Dr. Ivy could be so deluded remains a mystery. It was
proved to be worthless and Dr. Ivy was discredited. On analysis of
the drug, it was found to be almost entirely creatinine. Since this
substance is most plentifully found in urine as a byproduct of muscle
metabolism, one can only surmise as to its true origins.
Patent medicine chicanery of the old school persisted in
this country until as late as the 1950's. A Louisiana state senator
named Dudley J. LeBlanc marketed a preparation that contained
twelve percent alcohol, some B complex vitamins, iron, calcium,
phosphorous, dilute hydrochloric acid and honey. He mixed the first
batches in big barrels behind his barn with nearby farmers' daughters
stirring it with boat oars. He marketed it under the name Hadacol
and it was an instant success. Inasmuch as It was twenty-four proof,
approximately the same as a fortified wine, several1iberal doses of it
would produce a notable brightening of mood an d improve~nent of
self-esteem.
He was an absolute master of ma~k~tlng and
advertising and by 1950 he had grossed at least twenty mdlIo~ dolJars
with its sales in twenty-two states. He had a huge traveltng road
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show that further advanced his sales. At its peak, twenty-seven
m ill ion bottles were sold in a single year. The bandwagon rolled on
in to 1951, at which time LeBlanc abruptly sold out for eight million
do llars. The buyer was a foundation in New York organized for
cancer research by a plastic surgeon and it quickly leased the tonic to
a syndicate of northern businessmen. Within a very short time, the
purchasers let it be known that they had been stung. Hadacol's books
were inaccurate, the Fair Trade Commission lodged a complaint
against its advertising and the Bureau of Internal Revenue charged
LeBlanc with six hundred fifty thousand dollars in back taxes. These
events brought the Hadacol chapter to a close.
Though the scientific method and federal regulations
continually narrow the field of opportunity for the charlatan,
quackery persists. The publication entitled, "Evening Primrose Oil,"
alluded to at the beginning of this dissertation, was published in 1984.
This author is apparently of the old school. Her previous publication
is entitled, "Multiple Sclerosis
A Self-Help Guide to Its
Management," and emphasizes the precept tha t those afflicted with
currently hopeless diseases remain the targets of unscrupulous
opportunists. This current tome claims that the value of evening
primrose oil is due to its contents of prostaglandins, adhering to the
principle that charlatans keep current in science and make lJ~e of it.
It claims to be of value in the management of premenstrual
syndrome, benign breast disease, heart disease, vascular disorders,
hypertension, obesi ty, etc., etc.
In conclusion, the admonition of Voltairp. remains valid.
There will always be knaves, there will always be fools and there will,
therefore, always be quackery. Science and truth are our bulwarks of
defense, but a third defender, vigilance, must be ever present if
quackery is to be contained.
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